


Introduction

Every building is build on some kind of structure or framework. The structure or framework 

serves to support the larger building and keep it erect. Without a proper foundation, 

structure and framework any building would collapse in normal circumstances, not even to 

mention stormy circumstances. 

Just like a building or a house needs a good structure to survive the elements and keep 

functioning, in the same  manner this is also true of a home. The use of the word home in 

this instance is not meant to be synonymous with the analogy of the house. When we 

mention the home we make direct mention of the family. The nuclear family, which is the 

secular term for the Biblical family, is the focus of this article. We will be examining the 

structure or framework that a family NEEDS to be stable and strong. We will be looking at 

FOUR PILLARS OF A BIBLICAL FAMILY. Today we will simply look at the first pillar.

Pillar 1: The fear of the Lord

Blessed is everyone who fears the LORD, who walks in his ways! You shall eat the fruit of the labor of 

your hands; you shall be blessed, and it shall be well with you. Your wife will be like a fruitful vine 

within your house; your children will be like olive shoots around your table. Behold, thus shall the 

man be blessed who fears the LORD. - Psalm 128:1-4

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, and the knowledge of the Holy One is insight. - 

Proverbs 9:10

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge; fools despise wisdom and instruction. - 

Proverbs 1:7



Due to the amount of heresy and false teaching in the world today, we do feel it necessary to clarify that when we make a

statement like "Enrich you and your family", we are stating that as a spiritual enrichment. 





Sources:

• The main source for this article was part of the syllabus of Christ Seminary's 

Pastoral Home lectures as taught by Pastor Andrew Isiaho.

• Other sections of this series will be built on the structure as presented by Pastor 

Andrew in his class, although extra sources will be added for the next two articles. 


